
Join Starrett at EMO 2023 in Hannover: 

Discover Precision in Production Technology 

At EMO 2023, Starrett is set to unveil an array of innovations and offerings that 

underline our commitment to precision, quality, and innovation. Here's a sneak peek 

into what you can expect at our exhibit. 

 
Starrett Bandsaw Blades in Production 

Introducing the New XTR and Tennax Ranges 

We are excited to officially launch our new XTR and Tennax ranges, representing the 

culmination of meticulous engineering and rigorous testing. The XTR 

range epitomizes the next generation of cutting tools, designed to deliver exceptional 

performance and durability in the most demanding applications. On the other hand, 

the Tennax range redefines reliability, providing a solution that you can trust for 

consistent results when cutting tubes, pipes, profiles, and structural materials. 

Showcasing the Bandsaw Carbide Blades 

Discover the future of bandsaw blade production technology with our Bandsaw 

Carbide Blades, proudly manufactured in Brazil. This innovative line underscores our 

dedication to advancing cutting solutions while maintaining the highest standards of 

quality and precision. 

 
The ADVANZ in action 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/starrett-xtr-bridges-gap-between-bi-metal/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/starrett-xtr-bridges-gap-between-bi-metal/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/versatix-now-tennax-pro-unleashing-tenacity/


Reintroducing Starrett Bandsaw Machines 

We are pleased to reintroduce our renowned Bandsaw Machines to the European 

market. Our exhibit will showcase both the S3715NG and S3720E machines, providing 

insights into their features and benefits. We invite you to experience their capabilities 

firsthand. 

Meet the New European Sales Managers and Managers 

Say hello to our newly appointed European Sales Managers for the UK, Scandinavia, 

and Eastern Europe. Their expertise and commitment are pivotal to Starett's continued 

growth throughout the EU. Joining them are our European managers, Felipe and 

Federico, whose leadership continues to drive our growth. 

A Unified Presence 

Our entire Sales Team, alongside the European Commercial Director, Robert 

McKechnie, and the International VP of Industrial Products, Christian Arntsen, will be 

present throughout the event. This collective expertise ensures that you have direct 

access to the insights and information you need. 

Comprehensive Support 

Our Marketing and Tech Support teams will be available to answer your queries and 

provide a deeper understanding of our products and solutions. 

Explore StarrNET 

Experience the advantages of StarrNET, our B2B Portal designed to streamline 

product ordering with Starrett. Discover its features and how it simplifies the 

procurement process. 

Discover Additional Product Ranges 

In addition to the highlighted ranges, we invite you to explore our Power Tool 

Accessories, Precision Hand Tools, and Food Cutting offerings. Marketing materials 

will be readily available to provide you with insights into these solutions. 

EMO 2023 represents a fantastic opportunity to connect with our team and immerse 

yourself in the world of precision tools and technology. Join us at Hall 003, Stand C29, 

from September 18th to 23rd. 

Stay tuned for more updates as we count down the days to EMO 2023. We look 

forward to welcoming you to our exhibit! 

 

https://starrnet.starrett.co.uk/

